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Abstract. In the background where the domestic enterprises commonly have a weak
protection consciousness against the exchange rate risk, this article makes a deep
analysis based on the definition of exchange rate risk and its cause. By comparison of
the traditional management method of exchange rate risk with another one based on
financial engineering tools, it also deeply analyzes the method to use the financial
engineering technology in the management of exchange rate risk, and concludes the
primary purpose of exchange rate risk management is for hedging. This article
proposes an optimal analysis method in two aspects, namely the minimum risk and
maximum efficiency, for the forward-based optimal hedging, and proposes an optimal
analysis method of dynamic hedging for the optimal hedging of option-based tools.
Based on the description of the application of financial tools in foreign exchange
futures, forward contract, currency exchange and foreign exchange option, it makes
an empirical analysis on the management of foreign exchange risk by taking an
assumed T company as the carrier and based on the trading tools of forward foreign
exchange and currency option, which describes the operation procedure of financial
tools in a more direct way and proves the efficiency of the optimal analysis method of
this article.
Keywords. financial tool; exchange rate risk; futures-based tool; option-based tool;
hedging

1 Introduction
In April 2013, there’s a strong turbulence in the global exchange rate market due to the release of
“double easing” policy announced by Japan, which was happening in the background where
Chinese currency supply exceeded 10 billion for the first time. This shock had a certain effect on
Chinese export just starting to improve [1]. The fluctuation of exchange rate of RMB is affected
mainly by the market, so the exchange rate risk our Chinese foreign trade enterprises face will
gradually reveal. Therefore, it is very necessary to explore the management of exchange rate risk.
Xie Fei, et al. (2011) said the current exchange rate risk our Chinese financial institutions face
is confirmed, and the exchange rate risk has become the main content of modern risk management
in the theoretical field[2]. In the early stage, a foreign scholar named Michael Adler (1983) thought
the exchange rate risk is a sensitiveness of the actual domestic currency value of assets liability or
business income to the unanticipated change of exchange rate [3]; Then a typical foreign scholar
named Michel Crouhy, et al. (2001) thought the exchange rate risk is induced by the non7KLVLVDQ2SHQ$FFHVVDUWLFOHGLVWULEXWHGXQGHUWKHWHUPVRIWKH&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV$WWULEXWLRQ/LFHQVHZKLFKSHUPLWV
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synchrony between the change of exchange rate and the fluctuation of international interest rate,
and the foreign exchange risk consists in an open or incomplete hedging open [4]. These foreign
scholars mainly made the research on the relation of exchange rate change and interest rate
fluctuation. A domestic scholar named Ling Tian (2004) defined the exchange rate risk as a
possibility that the commercial bank suffers a loss due to the change of exchange rate and its
expected profit is hard to be achieved[5]. The definition of exchange rate risk given by Ling Tian
indicates the commercial bank may suffer a loss due to holding an adverse change of current
exchange rate when it holds an open position of a certain type of foreign exchange in the form of
spot exchange, forward or both, so this definition about the exchange rate risk given by the scholar
is recognized by other domestic scholars.
The value measurement and control of exchange rate risk is based on the analysis on the cause
of exchange rate risk. Shelagh Heffeman (1996) pointed that the mismatch of currency and term is
a basic feature for banking business. The bank will face exchange rate risk if the change of
exchange rate doesn’t comply with the expected trend[6]. And he further noted that in a foreign
exchange market, the value of foreign currency will be varied with the interest rate of foreign
currency, interest rate of domestic currency and spot interest rate. Huali Huang (2002) said the
factors affecting the change of exchange rate mainly include international balance, interest rate
change, inflation, exchange rate policy, market expectation and shock[7]. Most of the domestic
scholars agree with the opinion of Huali Huang. The common methods for quantitative research on
the management of exchange rate risk include analysis method for the open of exchange rate risk
[8]
, VaR[9], CVaR[10] and extreme value theory[11]. There are few research on the open of foreign
exchange, but the net open of foreign exchange calculated by this method is closer to the actual
open of foreign exchange. As for the calculation of VaR, many scholars have made researches:
Yanjun Yang (2005) introduced GARCH model into VaR method to measure the market risk and
measured the copper and aluminum contract in Shanghai futures exchange [12]; Yi Zhang (2007)
made an empirical research on the Delta normal distribution method and historical simulation
method in VaR model[13] ; Bo Zhong and Qingsong Wang (2007) solved the Bayes estimation of
the parameters by a statistical calculation method named MCMC algorithm and got the financial
risk value VaR, which might help the investors to adjust the VaR model by the observed data and
the experience information they get to make the decision more efficient [14]. Xiaoxing Liu and
Guihua Qiu (2010) used the Copula, a function with dependency structure, and the extreme value
theory (EVT) to construct an La-Copula-EVT risk value model to adjust the liquidity of Chinese
stock market, and made an empirical analysis on the high-frequency data of CSI income series,
then pointed that the tails of income series in Chinese CSI stock market had a high correlation[15].
As for the economic system of a huge foreign exchange risk, using the financial engineering to
manage the foreign exchange risk is to judge the financial situation, confirm the financial goal we
expect to achieve, and select a proper financial tool to realize the confirmed financial goal. Based
on previous researches, this article describes the advantages of using the financial engineering
method to manage the exchange rate risk, discusses the method to apply the financial tools in
futures, forward, exchange and option, and analyzes the efficiency of optimal analysis of futuresbased and option-based tools in mechanism and theory, expecting to provide a theoretical basis for
the management of Chinese exchange rate risk.

2 Definition of financial engineering and its advantages in the
management of exchange rate risk
The financial engineering incorporates the basic principles of economics, science of finance and
science of investment, and also introduces the theory and method of multiple disciplines such as
operational research, physics and genetics, as shown in Figure 1, the schematic diagram of
financial engineering inter-disciplines.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of financial engineering inter-disciplines

There are two concepts for financial engineering, respectively in broad and narrow sense, and
the former means to use advanced mathematical and communication tools to conduct different
forms of combination and division based on various existing basic financial products in order to
design a new financial product that meets the demand of client and has a certain P/L property; The
latter means to use all the engineering-oriented methods to deal with the technical development of
financial problems. There are many opinions about the definition of financial engineering. An
American financier John finnerty thought the financial engineering is a discipline that includes the
design, development, implementation of innovative financial tools and financial methods, as well
as solving the financial problems and using various financial tools to solve various financial and
business problems in an innovative way[16]. This article firmly agrees with the definition given by
John finnerty. The key of financial engineering is to develop and design a new financial product or
business, and its main purpose is to improve the efficiency. When the financial engineering faces
foreign exchange risk, there are two goals for the management, including replacing the risk with
certainty, and replacing the unfavorable risk with favorable risk. To achieve the above goals, the
forward foreign exchange trading and currency option trading are the main tools for resolution of
the problems.
This article divides the financial tools into two types, namely futures-based tool and optionbased tool. The futures-based tool includes traditional market tool (complete forward, forward
option and exchange), comprehensive contract of forward foreign exchange, foreign exchange
futures, etc., and the basic principle of using these tools to manage the exchange rate risk is to
confirm the level of a risk by a fixed price in order to realize the goal of risk market, which may
avoid the risk due to the adverse change of exchange rate, but meanwhile give up the profits due to
the positive change of exchange rate; the option-based tool refers to the foreign exchange option
and the product derived from basic option. The basic principle of using non-symmetrical tool to
manage the exchange rate risk is to flexibly determine whether to implement the option according
to the detailed conditions of the fluctuation of foreign exchange market. There’s no point in
preventing the exchange rate risk after the event, and if the selection is improper, the non-hedging
and forward methods may also produce the worst result. So the option definitely will not bring the
worst result though it cannot induce the best result for the customers.
The traditional methods to manage the exchange rate risk mainly include assets liability
management, insurance and portfolio investment [17]. The disadvantage of using assets liability
management to manage the exchange rate risk includes huge assets consumption, high transaction
costs, credibility risk and time lag in adjustment; The disadvantage of using insurance to manage
the exchange rate risk includes the moral risk and adverse selection constantly existing in the
efficient operation of insurance market. Furthermore, the insurable risk has a rigor selecting
conditions; The disadvantage of using portfolio investment to manage the exchange rate risk
includes the defects in the model itself and the fact that a single portfolio investment theory cannot
avoid the systematic risk but to efficiently reduce the non-systematic risk. Ying Cao also indicated
the financial engineering includes company finance, financial transaction, investment and other
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advanced management and risk management, among which the risk management is considered as
the most important content in the financial engineering [17].
The financial engineering theory is developed around the risk management, and it has an
obvious advantage compared to the traditional method to manage the exchange rate risk, including
the accuracy, timeliness, (risk avoidance by derivative tools), costs (lever property of derivative
transaction) and flexibility (position of derivative transaction). The main reason for those
advantages lies in the problems that can be solved by the theoretical system of financial
engineering theory. The arbitrage theory successfully uses the principle “arbitrage balance without
risk” to describe the inner mechanism to balance the securities price based on the theory of price
estimation, portfolio and assets pricing. And the option pricing theory successfully realizes the
pricing for derivative products, which deepens the analysis on the relation between the risk and
profits.

3 Optimal analysis on the management of exchange rate risk based
on financial engineering
In the perspective of risk minimization, the transactions between the cash and futures market may
be considered as a portfolio, and the best hedging ratio can be confirmed under the condition of
risk minimization. Assuming there’s a hedger selling its hedging as it holds a foreign exchange
position, the yields Rh in this hedging period may be calculated with Formula (1).

Rh  P2  P1 Qs  F2  F1 Q f

In Formula (1),
period;

(1)

P1 , P2 refers to respectively the cash price at the beginning and the end of the

F1 , F2 refers to respectively the futures price at the beginning and the end of the period;

Qs , Q f refers to the trading volume of the hedger respectively in spot and futures market. Despite
the transaction costs, the

P1 , F1 and Qs , Q f at the beginning of the period have been confirmed,

P2 , F2 is a random variable, which makes Rh an another random variable. The expected
yield is represented by mathematical expectation E Rh  , the risk by the variance VAR Rh  .
and

From (1), we may get the expression of

VAR Rh  shown in Formula (2).

VAR Rh   Q VAR P2   Q2f VAR F2   2Qs Q f covP2 , F2 
2
s

To minimize the risk, the first-order derivative of

(2)

VAR Rh  to Q f must be 0, and then, a

hedging number in minimum variance will be got, as shown in Formula (3).

Qf 

covP2 , F2 
 Qs
VAR F2 

(3)

By Formula (3), we may use the currently held position Qs to determine the number Q f of
hedging position with the minimum risk.
Considering the maximum efficiency, the utility function may be used to represent the personal
preference of investors for the investment result. Provided a productive operator holding the assets
of Wt in t moment hedges with the futures contract, and the hedging rate is ht , and we may use
Formula (4) to represent the assets Wt 1 in t  1 moment after the hedging.

Wt 1  Wt 1  Rs  ht R f 
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The Rs , R f in Formula (4) represent the yields produced by using the unit assets to hold the
spot and long futures respectively in t ~ t  1 period, and they are both random variables. So, for a

hedger holding a utility function with U W  , the optimal hedging rate is the maximum
expectation utility after hedging, as shown in Formula (5).



U Wt 1  Rs  ht R f  dp u t t 

max EU Wt 1   max
hu

hu

(5)

The Formula (6) may be got due to the definition of covariance and the fact that its first-order
derivative is 0 and the hypothesis Rs , R f complies with the normal distribution.

Wt EU

  cov1  Rs  ht R f , R f   EU   ER f R f   0

(6)

The hedging ratio hu with maximum expectation utility shown in Formula (7) may be got
through Formula (6).

hu 

covRs , R f 
var R f 



E R f EU


var R f Wt EU  

(7)

The best hedging rates analyzed in the perspective of minimum risk and maximum utility are
all applicable for the futures-based contract law, while the option-based contract law with
nonlinear yield is not applicable. And the method to compensate for the static hedging is to
implement the dynamic hedging. This article uses delta to represent the ratio of price change of
option to the change of its target assets price. And the accurate value of delta is generally
calculated by Black-Scholes formula shown in Formula (8).

C0  S0e  qT N d1   Xe  rT N d 2 


2 
ln S0  ln x   r  R f  T
(8)

2 

d1 
 T
d 2  d1   T
In Formula (8), the C0 represents the call option costs, S 0 the current stock price, N d  the
probability of d in the standard normal distribution, X actual purchase price, r interest rate
without risk, T due time of option,  standard deviation of annual yield rate due to continuous
compounding of stock, R f interest rate of foreign currency without risk, and q the dividend rate.
Then, the value delta of European-style call and put option for dividend payment is as shown in
Formula (9).

delta up  e qT N d1 
(9)

 qT
delta down  e N d1   1
In the hedging of the option delta , people will establish its position of hedging according to
the delta of the option, and adjust the part of hedging with the change of delta . The absolute
value of delta may be used to confirm the hedging ratio in order to determine the basis on which
the number of option contract is required for hedging. The principle of determination is that the
hedging ratio shall be equal to the multiplicative inverse of absolute value delta of this option so
as to realize the complete hedging.
In the actual application, the hedger shall calculate the delta for multiple times, which may be
fast calculated by computers, and manage the currently exposed position of foreign exchange risk
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according to the actually calculated result so that the hedging purpose will be well realized. The
shorter time interval for each time of change for the option position, the better effect of hedging
will be. Generally considering the transaction costs, we may have a good effect of hedging simply
by keeping the change frequency of delta hedging in a certain degree.

4 Method to manage the exchange rate risk based on financial
engineering and the empirical analysis
4.1 Method to manage the exchange rate risk based on financial engineering
The financial engineering technology is mainly applies in hedging, speculation, arbitrage and
portfolio[18], while the financial engineering tools for the management of exchange rate risk are
mainly used in futures, forward, exchange and option. This chapter focuses on the above 4 tools to
analyze the method to manage the exchange rate risk based on financial engineering.
The foreign exchange futures is a common tool for hedging, which can be divided into basic
strategy of direct hedging and cross hedging. The basic strategy of direct hedging can be divided
into long and short hedging, and they are operations reverse to each other. The long hedging is
applicable to a case where you purchase a foreign exchange in the future but are afraid of suffering
loss due to the rise of foreign exchange rate. However, when people need to use the foreign
exchange futures to manage the foreign exchange risk they are faced with, and there’s no proper or
available futures contract for hedging in the foreign exchange futures market, the people shall
avoid the foreign exchange risk by the more complex cross hedging. In the cross hedging of
foreign exchange futures, the hedger will use the domestic and foreign currency which are
calculated by a third type of currency and used in the transaction of futures contract. People may
purchase the domestic currency futures and sell the foreign currency futures, or purchase the
foreign currency futures and sell the domestic currency futures, to realize the cross hedging to
avoid the risk of depreciation and appreciation of foreign currency.
As a hedging tool, the forward contract is an efficient complement for the foreign exchange
futures. It's not standardized, and the customer may finally “customize” the forward contract to
meet their special requirements. In all the forward market, the forward currency is the most
developed.
Currency exchange generally refers to the exchange of assets or liabilities with the same
interest-bearing method but different currency. It is mainly produced to solve the difficulty in the
limitation of market scale, close the position of various currencies, make full use of the relative
advantages and avoid the exchange rate risk. The basic procedures of indirect currency exchange
include the exchange of early-stage principal, period interest and ending principal. The Figure 2
shows the basic procedures of indirect currency exchange for the currency exchange system
composed of European dollar Market (EDM), A Company (AC), Intermediary bank (IB), B
Company (BC) and European mark Market (EMM). In this figure, MI refers to Mark Interest, and
DI refers to Dollar Interest.
As shown in Figure 2, A and B Company, as well as the intermediary bank, have obtained the
exchange benefit. For the intermediary bank, it has obtained 20 basic points of spread income, but
for A and B Company, they have got the double benefits that reduce their financing costs and
avoid the exchange rate risk.
The foreign exchange option is a new hedging tool produced and developed to meet the
requirement of financial risk management. The hedging of foreign exchange option is not to fix the
price sometime in the future to a certain level, but to control the price change direction to what is
good to us. In the practical hedging activity, the hedging can be divided into direct and cross
hedging according to the different relations of hedging tool and hedging objective. According to
the different option parts established by the investors, the hedging of foreign exchange option can
be divided into four basic strategies, namely purchasing the call option, selling the call option,
purchasing the put option and selling the put option. In the practical hedging activity, when an
01006-p.6
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investor hedges a financial tool and there's no foreign exchange option that takes this currency as
the target in the market, or there’s an option contract that cannot be used by the investor as a
hedging tool, they will carry out the hedging for this currency through another currency option
contract. This is called the cross hedging of currency option.
The financial tools able to provide the above management methods include forward foreign
exchange transaction and currency option transaction.

Figure 2. Basic procedures of indirect currency exchange

4.2 Empirical analysis
To make a direct analysis on the operation methods for two financial tools, the forward foreign
exchange transaction and currency option transaction, this article takes the assumed T company
case as a carrier to make an empirical analysis, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Schedule of data about the case of foreign exchange risk in T Company
Project number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Content
Date of purchasing the goods
Company's savings of USD in China Bank in 2013.6.6
Company's savings of AUD in China Bank in 2013.6.6
Company's savings of RMB in China Bank in 2013.6.6
Closing price of exchange rate of USD to AUD in 2013.6.7
3-month forward exchange rate of AUD in 2013.6.6
Date of lump-sum payment specified by the contract
Amount of lump-sum payment specified by the contract
Total amount of the company's payables from 2013.6.6 to
2013.9.6
Total amount of the company's receivables during
2013.6.6~2013.9.6

Data
2013.6.6
200,000 USD
100,000 AUD
100,000 yuan
1US $ =1.0550AU$
1US$=1.0574AU$
9/6/2013
US $ 100,000
̞60,000 ; US $ 100,000
̞ 50,000

If using the forward foreign exchange tool to manage the exchange rate risk for this company,
the actual operation will be as follows:
STEP1. Predict the exchange rate trend for the relevant currency: If the prediction is the
exchange rate of dollars will be declined in 3 months, the company is not necessary to take
measures. But if the exchange rate is predicted to rise, and the next step shall be taken.
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STEP2. The company shall sign an agreement with local China Bank according to the forward
exchange rate in the project number 7, purchase 100,000 USD, and pay 105.740 AUD.
Through the above steps, the company fixes the exchange rate of USD to AUD in a certain
level, 1US$ = 1.0574 AU$, by forward foreign exchange transaction. 3 months later, if the
exchange rate of USD to AUD exceeds that value, the company will suffer a loss in the payment,
but make profits in the forward foreign exchange contract, and avoid the risk to some extent. But if
the exchange rate of USD to AUD is less than that value in 2013.9.6, this company will lose the
opportunity to make profits.
If using the currency option tool to manage the exchange rate risk for this company, and the
option data of USD to AUD in 2013.6.7, as well as the cash outflow from purchasing the put
option, is as shown in Table 2, the actual option will be as follows:
Table 2. Option data and the cash outflow from purchasing the put option
Delivery price
1.0538
1.0553.
1.0603.
1.0653.
1.0703.

Abstract of option data
Call option
Put option
550.
370.
280.
210.
160.

Cash outflow from purchasing the put option
Option fee
Cash outflow (AUD)
550.
110.880.
370.
109.230.
280.
108.830.
210.
108.630.
160.
108.630.

STEP1. The company selects to purchase the call option of dollars, and it has a right to
purchase a certain amount of dollars according to a specific price. The Table 2 shows the option
with implementation price 1.0538AUD/USD provides the best protection, and has the highest the
option fee.
STEP2. If the company selects the call option with the least cash outflow for transaction, the
option with implementation price 1.0603 AUD / USD will be a good choice.
The comparison of relevant data for those two financial tools is as shown in Table 3:
Table 3. Schedule of comparison of relevant data due to the management of two financial tools
Type
Forward tool
Option tool

Cash outflow in 3 months
Forward foreign exchange transaction
Purchase the call option

Protection scope
105,740 (AUD)
108,830 (AUD)

Costs
/
 1.0603

From the result of using above two financial tools to manage the exchange rate risk for T
Company, it can be found that using the forward foreign exchange transaction costs little without
paying deposit, but it has no scope of security. While there’s a certain scope of security when
using the method of purchasing call option, but the option fee shall be paid, and the costs are high.
The core of those two financial tools that deal with the foreign exchange risk is “hedging”, and it is
key for the foreign trade enterprises and some economic entities to efficiently use the financial
engineering concept to reasonably select one or more financial tools when facing a special and
inevitable risk, which directly determines whether a decision maker is able to avoid the fixed risk
for the enterprise.

5 Conclusions
This article provides a brief description about the definition of financial engineering, theoretically
analyzes the option analysis method for the financial tools of futures-based contract law and
option-based contract law based on the advantages of financial engineering in the management of
exchange rate risk, and proves the reasonableness and efficiency of that theoretical analysis in an
empirical perspective. This article draws the following conclusions in the research process:
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(1) The financial tools can be divided into futures-based tool and option-based tool. The
guideline of applying the futures-based tool is to avoid the risk and improve the utility. The
guideline of applying the option-based tool is to flexibly determine whether to implement the
option according to the dynamic process.
(2) The optimal analysis on the application of futures-based tool in the management of
exchange rate risk shall be made in risk-minimum and utility-maximum perspectives. The key for
the former analysis is to determine the number of hedging position with minimum risk, and the
latter is to calculate the hedging ratio of maximum expectation utility.
(3) The optimal analysis on the application of futures-based tool in the management of
exchange rate risk is fundamentally a dynamic optimization process, and its purpose is to
determine the call option and put option in the shortest time and purchase a reasonable call option
based on qualitative analysis in order to take the best risk avoidance measures.
(4) The empirical analysis on the management of exchange rate risk for the assumed T
Company may provide a clear image of using financial tools to manage the exchange rate risk for
the enterprises, and also offer a theoretical guidance for the decision maker in the enterprise to
finalize decisions.
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